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AP English Language and Composition Exam: Please familiarize yourself with the 
College Board Information regarding the AP English Language and Composition exam, 
as well as the course requirements. AP English III follows the College Board curriculum 
for the AP English Language and Composition course. In May, you have the opportunity 
to take the exam and, depending on your score, receive college credit for English 
Composition. It is important that you understand the course requirements and rigor 
set forth by the College Board.  

Review: Rhetorical Analysis: Our main focus for AP language and Composition 
(AP English III) is rhetorical analysis. It is important that you understand the basics of 
rhetoric and rhetorical analysis before we begin. If you completed Pre-AP English I and 
II, you were introduced to these concepts.  

 
SUMMER READING: The Scarlet Letter 
In order to give us a head start, you will read and annotate The Scarlett Letter by 
Nathaniel Hawthorne. By now you should be accustomed to annotating texts. This skill 
will be integral to your success in AP English III, AP English IV, and beyond high school 
in your college courses, English or otherwise. By now you should have your own 
method of annotating; something that works for you. As you read The Scarlett Letter, 
think about the following questions:  

- What is Hawthorne’s PURPOSE for writing The Scarlett Letter? 
- How does he achieve this purpose? 
- What rhetorical strategies does he use to achieve his purpose? 
- How does this novel or themes from this novel relate to my life or the world 

today?  
 
BE PREPARED TO DISCUSS THESE QUESTIONS AND YOUR ANNOTATIONS THE FIRST 
WEEK OF SCHOOL. Yes, your annotations are graded. Yes, you will test over the novel 
when you come to school.  
 
A NOTE ABOUT ANNOTATING: 
Regardless of the method you use, your reading and annotations should include a 
focus on rhetorical analysis. Pay particular to the following devices:  

- Diction 
- Imagery 
- Details 
- Figurative language 
- Syntax 



 
 
 
RHETORICAL STRATEGIES: 
 
Diction: refers to word choice. The vocabulary of the English language is the most 
extensive of any language on Earth, offering shades of nuance and connotation that 
help authors create mood and tone in their writing. Consider, for instance, the word 
ask. Other words can be substitute for the word ask to emotionally color or create 
tone in the writing: blubber, beg, implore, request, demand, order. Look for examples 
of words that are particularly emotional or specific in their meanings, or that help 
create a certain mood or tone. Choose examples that demonstrate and unique sue of 
diction – how would you characterize the word choice? What is the speaker trying to 
accomplish? 
 
Imagery: refers to the creation of sensory experiences for the reader. Whenever a 
writer appeals to the reader’s sense of smell, taste, sight, touch, hearing, or physical 
sensation, he wants to evoke an emotional response. Choose examples that are 
especially evocative.  
 
Details: in this case, the word refers to the level of specificity a writer offers about the 
situation. This is different from imagery in that it does not necessarily appeal to the 
senses to make the point. Details are an integral part of the author’s explanation. 
Choose passage that are heavy in details.  

 
Figurative Language: refers to figures of speech. The most familiar to you at this time 
are simile, metaphor, personification, and hyperbole, but you can use any figurative 
language that you are able to find. Look for passages that use figure(s) of speech to 
achieve a purpose. Consider the relevance of the comparisons they make.  
 
Syntax: refers to sentence structure. Consider how the length and structure of 
sentences help achieve a purpose. Look for sentence fragments or short sentences, 
extra-long sentences, lists, sentences that reserve the amin point until the end, or 
sentences that are structured to reveal comparisons. 
 
  

 
 

 
  
 
 


